
 

Retirement reinvented: How to find
fulfilment later in life
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Think of all the things you could do – then go and try one of them. Credit: Pexels

Retirement can feel like a strange time for many people. Gone is the
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routine of work, your time is your own—in theory. How to stop chores
from taking over can become a tricky balance. Some people retreat and
return to work. Often, those that persevere find they are as busy as
ever—but not always with the fun leisurely activities they were looking
forward to.

It's strange that this is so often the case because retirement is something
many of us look forward to for most of our working lives. Indeed, it's
the one time in life when you can really devote yourself to hobbies and
interests, leisure and pleasure.

This uncertain picture means that approaching retirement can be a time
of fear—retirement anxiety is a real thing. So too are the retirement
blues.

When you add in potential health concerns and financial worries, it's
maybe not surprising that a recent survey found that more than half of 
over-40s feel anxious about retiring.

One retirement challenge is how to replace the friendships you make
through work. Indeed, it seems the people who fare best in retirement
find ways to cultivate connections.

The longest-running study on human happiness found the thing that
makes us most happy in life is our relationships and positive social
connections—they also help us to live longer too. Indeed, this 85-year-
old Harvard study shows that maintaining quality relationships has a
huge benefit for our physical and mental health and well-being.

Similarly, the charity The Centre for Better Ageing has found that social
connections are just as important as money and health to a good later
life.
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Beyond routine

When it comes to retirement anxiety, my research with retirees shows
that most people who have been retired for several years learn to manage
their concerns and develop satisfying and interesting lives.

As with a lot of us, most of their time was taken up with home-based
chores, self-care, looking after friends and relatives and serving the
community—along with working really hard to keep fit, so as to "age
well."

But my research also found that negative notions of aging can become
internalized and prevent people from having fun and making new
connections.

In my study, people said they were conscious that others might judge the
suitability of their leisure choices. While some rebels could only really
enjoy a pastime if they knew their children would disapprove (think
daytime drinking, gambling, watching TV, cycling on busy roads in a
rainstorm and flirting with strangers), most were limited in their leisure
choices by this concern.

Several did not have any pastimes they enjoyed. Those who found a
balance had rich and varied leisure lives, but they preferred people from
their own age group and a similar background, where they were less
likely to be told how amazing they are, for their age.

From anxiety to adventure

While mixing with people from similar backgrounds and age groups can
feel safe and comfortable. It can also mean you miss out on new and
interesting experiences or having your worldviews challenged or
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expanded by spending time with different people

Retirement is the ideal opportunity to mix things up and gently expand
your leisure repertoire. It's a time to embrace the convivial in the
presence of others, not just the usual people you see.

If you are happy with your leisure life, great. But if there is a little
something missing, a little fun that could enhance it, consider adding in
something new. Think outside the box of what's "suitable for your age
group", (what does that even mean?). Indeed, age should not be a barrier
to anything, age discrimination is illegal. So if you're interested then it's
suitable.

If you have limited resources learn a language with Duolingo in five
minutes a day. Then when you're ready, find a language conversation
group and join them for a social event.

Learn a song, you can do it yourself using YouTube tutorials. If you
enjoy that, you could join a community choir, or drag your friends and
family to a karaoke night. You could even pick up an instrument and see
how it feels to add percussion. Alternatively, perfect a dance at home
and if you like it try a dance class—pole dancing has become very
popular.

If you have a bit more time to spare, explore taking an interest to the
next level. There are local groups for many activities, including rowing,
climbing, circus skills, martial arts and horse riding—what takes your
fancy?

Not an "organized group" person? Try Frisbee, a boomerang, kite flying,
bike rides, skateboarding or roller skating. You don't have to be with
people, just being around them is interesting.
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For more sedate options consider a cinema club, jazz club, poetry group,
or start a quiz team. If you like the TV show The Great Pottery Throw
Down join a ceramic studio and unlock your inner creativity. If you have
a free afternoon or evening, look at Eventbright and try something
random, because we don't really know what we love until we find it.

Nothing has to be a lifelong commitment. If you like it, carry on, if not,
then move on to something else. Anything you try will make a good story
to tell the younger people in your life—they need to know that later life
is an adventure worth working towards.

So defy expectations, knock down those mental barriers and try
something different. Start today and see where it takes you.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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